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Abstract 

Let G be an intuitionistic fuzzy graph. A family  kccC ,,1   of intuitionistic fuzzy sets 

on a set V is called a k-vertex coloring of  EVG ,  if (i)   ,1 Vxcv   for all ,Vx   (ii) 

0 ji cc  and (iii) For every strong edge xy of        0,min, 11  ycxcG ii   and 

        .11,max 11 kiycxc ii   

The chromatic number   G  of the intuitionistic fuzzy graph G is the least value of k for 

which the G has a k-vertex coloring. The chromatic partition C is the partitioning the vertex set 

into independent sets of vertices where each set has the same color. If every vertex of G emerges 

as a singleton in exactly one -partitions of G, then it is just -excellent. If just -excellent G of 

order n has exactly n number of -partition then it is tight just -excellent graph. This article is 

focusing on the concepts called just chromatic excellence and tight just chromatic excellence in 

intuitionistic fuzzy graphs. 

1. Introduction 

Krassimir T. Atanassov introduced Intuitionistic fuzzy sets [7] and 

Intuitionistic fuzzy graph [8] in 1986 and 1999 respectively. R. Parvathi et al. 

expanded the intuitionistic fuzzy graph and its properties [11, 12]. S. Ismail 

Mohideen et al. conferred coloring of intuitionistic fuzzy graph using , -cuts 
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[5] in 2015. M. A. Rifayathali et al. examined strong intuitionistic fuzzy graph 

coloring [13] in 2017 and intuitionistic fuzzy graph coloring [17] in 2018. 

Intuitionistic Fuzzy Graph coloring has been applied to many real world 

problems like Job scheduling, allocation, telecommunications and 

bioinformatics, etc.  

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Graph (IFG) is of the form 

 EVG ,  where 

(i)  nvvvV ,,, 21   such that  1,0:1  V  and  1,0:1  V  

denote the degrees of membership and non-membership of the element 

Vv i   respectively and     ,10 11  ii vv  for every 

 .,,2,1, niVv i   

(ii) VVE  where  1,0:2  VV  and  1,0:2  VV  are 

such that               .,max,,,min, 112112 jijijiji vvvvvvvv   

And     1,,0 22  jiji vvvv  for every   ., Evv ji   

Definition 2.2. The arc  vu ,  in IFG G is said to be a strong arc if 

      vuvu ,,min
2

1
211   and       .,,max

2

1
211 vuvu   

Definition 2.3. Let G be an IFG. A family  kccC ,,1   of 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets on a set V is called a k-vertex coloring of  EVG ,  if 

(i)   ,Vxc i   for all ,Vx   (ii) 0 ji cc  and (iii) For every strong edge xy 

of        0,min, 11  ycxcG ii  and         .11,max 11 kiycxc ii   

The chromatic number   G  of the IFG G is the least value of k for 

which the G has a k-vertex coloring. 

Definition  2.4. The chromatic partition C is the partitioning the vertex 

set into independent sets of vertices where each set has the same color. 

Definition  2.5. A graph G is an intuitionistic fuzzy chromatic excellent 

if for every vertex of  GVv   there exists a intuitionistic fuzzy chromatic 

partition C such that   .Cv   
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3. Just Chromatic Excellence in Intuitionistic Fuzzy Graphs 

Definition  3.1. If every vertex of G emerges as a singleton in exactly one 

-partitions of G, then it is just -excellent. 

Theorem 3.2. If G is a just -excellent IFG and ,nKG   then any -

partition of can contain exactly one singleton. 

Proof. Let us assume that there exists a -partition C of G containing 

more than one singleton. Let      VVuuC ,,, 2211  be a partition of G. 

Since G is just -excellent and ,nKG   no vertex of  GV  is a full degree 

vertex. Therefore there exists  GVv 1  such that 1u  and 1v  are not 

adjacent such that       1111112 ,min, vuvu   and 

      .,max, 11112 vuvu   Let .3,1  iVv i  Clearly, ,2iV  for 

if   ,1vV i   then 1u  and 1v  are adjacent. Let 

       .,,,,,,, 122112  VvVVuvuC i   Then 2C  is a -partition containing 

  ,2u  which is a contradiction to G is just -excellent. 

Theorem 3.3. If G and H are just -excellent IFG and one of them is not 

complete if other is 1K  then HG   is not just -excellent.  

Proof. Let .1KG   Then H is not complete IFG. Then HG   is not 

complete but it has a full degree vertex. Therefore HG   is not just -

excellent graph. Let 1KG   and .1Kh   Since G and H are just -excellent, 

nKHG ,  for .2n  Then any -partition of G and H contains atleast two 

elements. Then for any -partition of G with a singleton element, we can 

associate several -partitions of H, giving a -partition of .HG   Therefore 

HG   is not just -excellent.  

Definition 3.4. Let   VVVC ,,, 21   be a -partition of G. Let 

iVu   is said to be intuitionistic-fuzzy colorful vertex if u is adjacent to every 

color class in C-partition but not adjacent to iV  such that 

      ii vuvu 112 ,min,   and       ii vuvu 112 ,max,   for some 

vertex xii VVVv ,,,, 11    and       jj vuvu 112 ,min,   and 

      jj vuvu 112 ,max,   for every .ij Vv   
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Theorem 3.5. Let G be a just -excellent IFG which is not complete. Let 

 GVu   and let    VVuC ,,, 2   be a -partition of G. If 3iV  for 

some  i2  then there exists at least some jV  with 3jV  containing a 

vertex not adjacent to u. 

Proof. Suppose let u is adjacent to every vertex in iV  with 

 .23  iV i  

Case (1): Let 3iV  for all .2,  ii  Then is a full degree vertex 

and it appears singleton in every -partition of G, which is a contradiction to 

G is just -excellent and .nKG   

Case (2): Let 3iV  for all tii 2,  and .21 tV  Let 

  ., 211 vvV t   Suppose there exists  VVV tt ,,, 21   such that 

txjV ji  2,2  (Note that no   iV i 2,  is a singleton since G 

is just -excellent). Since C is a -partition, u is adjacent with atleast one 

vertex in each of .,,, 21  VVV tt   Suppose u is adjacent with 1v  and not 

adjacent with 2v  in 1tV  such that       11112 ,min, vuvu   and 

      11112 ,max, vuvu   and       21122 ,min, vuvu   and 

      21122 ,min, vuvu   for ., 121  tVvv  Then u is adjacent with every 

vertex 12,  jV jt  such that       ii vuvu 112 ,min,   and 

      ii vuvu 112 ,max,   for every .12,   jVv jti  For, 

otherwise there exists some vertex jtVw   not adjacent with u. Therefore 

        VwVvVVwvuC jtt ,,,,,,,,,, 1221   which is a 

contradiction to G is just -excellent. Hence u is adjacent with every vertex in 

  .1vV   (Note that if   VV t 1  then also is adjacent with every vertex in 

 .2vV   Since G is just -excellent there exists a -excellent 

   .,,, 222 
 VVvC   Therefore ,iVu   a contradiction since u is adjacent 

with every vertex in  2vV   such that       ii vuvu 112 ,min,   and 

      ii vuvu 112 ,max,   for every vertex   .2vVv i   Hence the 

theorem. 
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4. Tight Just Chromatic Excellence in Intuitionistic-Fuzzy Graphs 

Definition 4.1. If just -excellent IFG G of order n has exactly n number 

of -partition then it is tight just -excellent graph. 

Example 4.2. 

 

The intuitionistic-fuzzy coloring  321 ,, cccC   
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For the above IFG,   .3 G  Similarly, the -partitions are 

            ,,,,,,,,,, 534122534211 vvvvvCvvvvvC   

            ,,,,,,,,,, 523144524132 vvvvvCvvvvvC   

      .,,,, 423155 vvvvvC   

The graph is just -excellent and it has exactly 5, -partitions. Hence the 

graph is tight just -excellent. 

Theorem 4.3. A just -excellent graph G is tight just -excellent graph if 

and only if .12 n  
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Proof. Suppose that G be a just -excellent graph with .1,2 n  

Since G is just -excellent, then there exists a -partition contains for given 

any vertex u. The remaining 1  partitions must have at least two elements 

each. Since in a just -excellent graph no -partitions can contain two 

singletons. Therefore the minimum number of elements in any -partition are 

   n12112  total number of elements. Therefore every -

partition contains singleton and other sets are two elements set. If a -

partition does not contain singleton, then the total number of elements in the 

partition are at least n2  which is a contradiction. Hence G is tight just -

excellent. If G is tight just -excellent of order n, then G contains n, -

partitions and every -partition must contain singleton and other 1  

partitions are two element sets. Then the number in the partition are 

   n12112  total number of elements. 

Theorem 4.4. 12 nC  is just -excellent but not tight just -excellent if 

.1n  Further there exists a chromatic partition in which every vertex of the 

cycle is colorful if and only if  .3mod012 n   

Proof. Let us take nC 3  where n is odd. Then the intuitionistic-fuzzy 

chromatic number is 3. Then the -partition   ,,,, 2341  nuuuC   

   nn uuuuuu 3631352 ,,,,,,,    in which every vertex is intuitionistic-

fuzzy colorful. Consider 12 nC  where n is even. A -partition giving 13 n  

intuitionistic-fuzzy colorful vertices is   ,,,, 2341 nuuu   

    .,,,,,,, 3531252 nn uuuuuu    In above -partition except 1u  and 

13 nu  are colorful. Let  321 ,, VVVC   be a -partition of .13 nC  (n-even). 

For any iii Vuv ,  then 2iu  and .2 ii Vu   Hence 

      .,,,,,,,, 523632411  uuVuuVuuV   Since the total number 

of vertices is ,13 n  there exists at least one iV  such that .1 nV i  

Suppose that .11  nV  If ,11  nV  then the  1n th term in 1V  is 

12 nu  which is adjacent to ,11 Vu   which is a contradiction. Similarly, 

contradiction arises if .11  nV  Therefore .1 nV   Similarly nV 2  

and nV 3  which is a contradiction to .13  nV  If 
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   1352223411 ,,,,,,   nn uuuVuuuV   and   ,,, 3633 muuuV   

then 12 nu  cannot be accommodated in 1V  and ,2V  since they contain the 

adjacent vertices 1u  and nu 3  respectively. Therefore 13 nu  has to be 

included in .2V  Here nu 3  and 1u  will not be intuitionistic-fuzzy colorful. 

Hence the number of intuitionistic-fuzzy colorful vertices is at most .13 n  

Since we have already shown that there exists a -partition containing 13 n  

colorful vertices. Hence the maximum number of intuitionistic-fuzzy colorful 

vertices in any -partition of 23 nC  (n even) is .13 n  Similarly, we can 

prove that for 23 nC  where n is odd, the maximum number of intuitionistic-

fuzzy colorful vertices in any -partition is .3n   

Theorem 4.5. There is no -partition containing exactly  1n  

intuitionistic-fuzzy colorful vertices in .3 nC  

Proof. Let  nuuu 321 ,,   be the vertices in .3 nC  Assume that there 

exists a -partition  321 ,, VVVC   containing exactly  1n  intuitionistic-

fuzzy colorful vertices. Since exactly one vertex iu  is not intuitionistic-fuzzy 

colorful, 11 ,  ii uu  belong to the same color class of C say 1V  such that 

      iiii uu   11112 ,min,  and       iiii uu   11112 ,max,  

and       11112 ,min,   iiii uu  and  12 ,  ii uu  

     .,max 111  ii uu  Then every element of 1V  and 2V  is colorful. Let us 

take  irii uuuV ,, 212   such that       11112 ,min,   itititit uu  and 

       ,,2,1,,max, 11112 rtuuuu itititit    where  irii  21  

and  jsjj iuuV ,,, 212   such that       11112 ,min,   jtjtjtjt uuuu  

and        ,,,2,1,,max, 11112 stuuuu jtjtjtjt    where 

 .21 jsjj    In the color classes 2V  and ikV ,3  and 1ik  must have 

difference 3 and also in jk  and .1jk  Therefore in 2V  and 3V  the 

maximum cardinality of vertices satisfying above property is n. Then no iV  

can have cardinality more than n since   .30 nC n   If nV 1  or 

nV 2  or ,3 nV   then one or two of the remaining elements of the 

partition will have more than elements a contradiction. Therefore 

.321 VVnV   Since 1V  and 2V  satisfy the property that the 
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difference between any to suffixes is 1,3 V  also satisfies the same condition, 

which is a contradiction. Therefore exactly 1n  intuitionistic-fuzzy colorful 

vertices in a -partition is not possible. 
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